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Mr . MCGAFFEY related that this individual is described
as a white male, 200 lbs ., 5' 10", 40 years old, dark hair,
and of Jewish nationality . He further related that this
Individual was carrying a rifle with a mounted scope, but
explained that he is not familiar with rifles and cannot
elaborate further .

Mr . McGAFFEY explained that this unknown individual
does not resemble the photograph o^ CSWALD in any way, but
related that this individual -e-roles the photograph of RUBY
to some degree, but felt the individual not to be RUBY .
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Deer Mr . Hankin:

Am a follovup W the investigations related to the lookout
card system of the Passport Office conducted by -hers of the
staff of the Commission and officials of the Departmat, the
Department initiated a procedural study of tb lookout card
system .

	

I m enclosing parts of this study since I bell- they
my b of interest to you.

	

In accordance with a conversation
with ltr . S]awson, those ports of the study concerning the
pbyeical security survey of the Clearance Section and concerning
information on sabers of tb Depar4rat who worked in tb
Clearance Section ham been ositted .

F]wlwu»6 :

As stated .

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Sincerely yours,

September 10, 1964

Riobrd A. Rant
Attorney

office of the Legal Adviser

'me gowrahle
J. Lee Reakin, General Counsel,

President's Commission on the
Assassination of Presideat Kennedy,

200 M-71-d Am-' 9 . E-,
Washington, D . C .
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A procedural study of the lookout card system of the Passport Office
was conducted with specific reference being made to the procedures followed
in the Lee Aarvey OSYALD case, including s security survey of the Clearance
Section. The details ere set forth below.

- CLOSED -

REFER6ICE: Oral instructions frost ST/Headquarters dated Jane 4, 1964
(Mr. Berry)
Memorandum from Mr . G. Marvin Gentile to Mr. Henri G. Grignon
dated June 2, 1964
Memorandum from Mr . A. Schwartz to Mr. G. Marvin Gentile dated
May 20, 1964

DETAILS

Pursuant to the authority in the referenced oral instructions and memo-
randa, and a conference held on June 23, 1964, attended by Mr . Charles Mace,
Mr. Richard Prank, Mr .. Prances Knight, Mr. Pdvard Hickey, Mr . Robert D.
Johnson, Mr . G. Marvin Gentile and the writer, a procedural study of the
lookout card system of the Passport Office vac conducted.
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(1) GENERAL OVERALL PROCEDURES :

A - Generally the request for the creparation of a look-out card comes
from the Passport Office's (a) Domestic Operation. Division, (b) Foreign
Operstions Division, (c) Legal Division, and (d) the Department's Office
of Finance.

(a)

	

D

	

Basically the Domestic
Operations Division DD handles all applications for passports
within the United States . The application Is generally received
in a passport agency, where it is reviewed by an adjudicator to
determine, among other things, whether or not it has been proper-

......td and whether the applicant Is seeking to travel in
restricted areas. Assuming the application does not Sndicets
restricted travel and that it is properly executed, the appli-
cent .sname and date of birth are teletyped to Washington, D, C�
where St is checked through the Clearance Section to determine
whether or not a look-out card ..late. If one does not exist
the peaeport Se Segued routinely, Sf a acrd does exist the is-
euance of the paeaport is hld in abeyance end the epplicant~e
passport file Se reviewed prior to the issuance of the passport.
In cases where the application indicetee a prior passport has
been issued and that it is potentially valid the agency requests
the applicant to present it for examination . If the passport has
expired the applicant Is not requested to present it. When en
application indicate . a desire to travel in countries for which
there are travel restrictions and the applicant persists In his
desire, a letter of explanation Ss requested and is forwarded to
the Department together with the application for determination.
Further, applications which raise a question of citizenship, loss
of citizenship, or a poeeibility of fraud are forwarded to the
Department for decision . When such a question of ditiaenahip
arises it ie referred to a Senior Adjudicator who ekes a deter-
mination . If it Ss dscldsd there is prim facie evidence indi-
cating e lack of citizenship or a 1039 of citizenship, a look-
out card i.s requested by preparing e refusal sheet. The pur-
poss of the look-out card is primarily to serve es a 'flag" or
an "alert" to the Passport Office . In the event a passport
aubsaqusntly applied for it will p.1 be issued routinely, but
a review of the a'*

.-t' .
file by a Senior AdJudicator will

then be made to determine whether or not a passport may be duly
issued .

OSWALD, Lee Harvey
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OSWALD, Lee Harvey

(b) Foreign Operations Division : The Foreign Operations Division
(FO) receives for action, matters arising overseas relating to pass-
port and nationality matters. However, it should be noted that only
'problem' cases era referred to F3 for do

,:h
(B FAH 2.45.6 spscl-

fles whet cases 'moat' be referred to the Department 'for decision-) ;
approximately 93 to 95% of all cases arising overseas are handled
by the oversees poet concerned. In

cm.
referred to the Department,

if the adjudicator determines that there has been a loss of citiaen-
ship or a failure to acquire citl ..nship a refusal sheet Sa prepared
requesting a look-out card . Also, a card may bs rpuestedin any
case where the adjudicator desires one to act as an "alert' o 'flag' .
That Se, although there Ss no legal basis under existing regulation.
and statutes for refusing or limiting a passport, St Is felt, none-none
thaleae, in the adjudicators judgment, that a passport should not be
subsequently issued routinely. This "flag' or -alert- insure., at
I...t, a review of the individual's passport file prior to the Sew-
anoe of a passport . Decisions for an "alert' or 'flag' ere based on
the edjudicetorta experience and no definite criteria ere eetebliehed .

(c) Legal Division : The Legal Division of the P...port Office
is composed of the Legal Advisory Branch (PT/LAD) and the Security
Branch (PT/LS). Generally PP/LAD is concerted with lookout cards
i. can which involve peseport fraud:, impostors, child custody
caws and requests from other agsnci .e for lookout cards.

	

PD'/LS
is primarily concerned with Communist Party -bars, Communist sym-
pathisers, pare*,, who has. violated travel limitations, etc. This
Branch receives reports from other agencies, which are dle.eminatad
by INR. The majority of the reports cow from the FBI with a small
portion from the CIA.

	

(INR records indicate that some 350 or more
reports era forwarded to the Passport Office each month) . PI/LS
reviws the reports and if they indicate the Individual ie a Co.-
emnist Party umber or a member of :.Front Organisation which I.-
plies strongly the individual is a member of the Communist Party,
a lookout card 1. requested through the preparation of a refusal
.beet.

(d) Office of Financtz Within the Department the Off es of
Finance (OF) also request. look-.t card. when an Sndlvldu!I has
been granted a repatriation loan . The procedure requires that
when an individual executes an application for a repatriation loan
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the request is forwarded to the Special Consular Services (SCS) of
the Department for determination. If the loan is approved, SCS so
advises the overseas post and the loan Is granted. (It is not eue-
tomary for SCS to advise the Passport Office of their reasons for
granting the repatriation loan) . When the loan 1s granted, the
Consular Officer forwards a copy of the Invoice to OF, on sow oc-
casiena the invoice would indicate the individual's date end place
of birth and new, and on others only the now. Those invoices
would then be forwarded to the Clearance Section of the Passport
Office and acted as a request for a lookout card . However, if
the loan did not exceed $50 and did not contain a date and place
of birth a card would not be prepared and it would be returned to
OF. As a result, therefore, when an invoice did not Indicate a
dote and place of birth OF discontinued sending them to the Clear-
ance Section. When an Invoice did not contain the required infor-
mation the Clearance Section did prepare a lookout card and insert
it Into the lookout file .

U.dar current procedures the lose application Ss ..at with
the invoice to OF by the overawe post end the date, place of
birth and the amount of the loan or. readily available to OF .
The Clearance Section maintains the requIrement of a dote and
plot : of birth in order to insure positive identification when
a worth Se made and avoid poo.Ibl : ubarreee...t to the Depart-
ment by erroneous Identification. Further, under current pro-
cedure . OF prepares its ow IBM look-out card and forwards It to
the Clearance Section for insertion in the lookout tile .

B - The Clearance Section of the Passport Office Ss that area where the
lookout file to maintained. When one of the are.. :order (A) above requests
e look-Unt card through the preparation of a refusal sheet, under current pro-
cedure., the following steps are taken:

(a) The Senior Adjudicator or the Adjudicator preparing there
thsal sheet signs the sheet authorizing the request;

(b) a clerk within the Adjudlcatorle area prepares the look-
out card in duplicate, signs the refusal sheet and forwards the
shoot and the duplicate cards to the Clearance Section;

(c) the clerk within the Clearance Section rec:dving the
file with the refusal shoot and lookout cards performa the
following:

COMMISSION EXHIBITNO . 3111-Continued



(1) indexes the refusal sheet;

OSWAID, Lee Harvey

(2) places one lookout card in the lookout file as
a temporary card and the other is stored for fu-
ture forwarding to prepare an 197 card . (When
the IB7 card is received it replace. the tempor-
ary card and becomes the permanent card).

(3) When these steps have been performed the Indivi-
dual performing them signs the refusal sheet.

(4) The passport file is then forwarded to the Pass-
port Office files for storage or to a requesting
individual .

The indexing of the refusal sheet consists of the following, The indi-
vidwl1s name Se typed along the right-hand margin of the refusal sheet by a
clerk designated to do so and, under the old system, the name preceded by the
umber 130. Also, prior to the adoption of the current refusal sheet where

the signature of the clerk receiving the file and refusal sheet within the
Clearance Section is required, the indexing was the only evidence the re-
fusal sheet was received and a look-out card prepared by the Clearance Sec-
tion . Moreover, the current refusal sheet was not in effect at the time
of the OSWALD lookout cards. The number 130 was used as part of the State
Department Is filing system .

	

Under that system numbers 130 to 149 were
assigned to the Passport files and 130 denoted the files which were filed
by an In

	

dual', name and not by subject matter ; however, approximatelytwo years ago the Department s files were decentreliaed and the numbers
ware dropped.

Prior to this current procedure the system generally required the re-
questing officer to execute a refusal sheet and forward it, with the file,
to the Clearance S-etion where a clerk indexed the refusal sheet and pre-
pared a look-out card. Under both system if there was no request to re-
turn the file to a particular individual it would be forwarded to the Pass-
port files for filing.

Under the present procedure. there ie &record kept of the sera of ell
the persons taking action on the refusal sheet with regard to the look-out
card . Under both system it is assumed that all proper &:Lion will be taken
during the ordinary course of business . Howver, under neither system, pre-
sent or prior, is there any one particular individual vested with the mspon-
sibility of checking to determine that all the ministerial steps required in
processing of a look-out card have been complied with .
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C - The removal of the look-out cards is requested by those individuals
having authority to do so - generally an Adjudicator in FO or a Senior Adju-
dicator in DO . In cases where a lookout card is requested for loss of citi-
zenship, lack of citizenship, or any case where there is no time limit placed
on the look-out card the request Is made when evidence is received warranting
a reversal of the Adjudicator's prior decision . In such cases the Adjudicator
marks the refusal sheet "disregard", indicates the reason for removal, and
signs his noe. The file and refusal sheet are forwarded to the Clearance
Section where the card ie removed by the Chief of the Clearance Section or
soro.e designated by him. Prior to the adoption of this procedure there
vas no formal record kept of the reason for removal of the look-out card
on the refusal sheet and the requesting officer did not sign his name on
the sheet. The refwal sheet was merely marked "disregard" end forwarded to
the Clearancs Section for removal of the lookout card .

With regard to the removal of lookout cards requested by outside agencies
this is accomp11shad when the requesting agency,,eke that it be removed. In
cases where the card has a ast expiration date the Clearance Section removes
it automatically at the end of the period or shortly thereafter .

Look-out card, requested by OF are removed by the Clearance Section when
it Se notified that the loan he. been paid Sn full . OF send. a monthly list
of persons who have paid in full to the Clearance Section for removal of the
lookout cards.

Procedures in the Clearance Section dictate that the actual r-.,al of
the card shall be eccompliehad by the Chief of the Section himself or his
designee .

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 3111-Continued



(2) LEE HARVEY OSWALD CASE :

OSWAI.D, Lee Harvey

The OSWALD passport file was reviewed by the writer and it 1e noted
that the case was handled by the Foreign Operations Division . Also, that
e refusal sheet was prepared ; was apparently index:d, although not accord-
Sng to atanderd procedures for indexing ; and the refusal sheet was not marked
"disregard" - euthority to remove the lookout card . OSWALD applied for end
received a passport on o about June 25, 1963 at the Passport Agency in New
Orleans.

	

The New Orleans Passport Agency sent a TWK to Washington which,
-,g other names, listed OSWALD'n name, but no information indicating a
prior..:port was issued to him. OSWALD's 1963 application indicated de-
aired travel to Russia and Cuba .

Mr . Henry KUPIEK, Chief, PT/FEA, was interviewed and advised that cases
..signed to his Branch first came to his desk, as Chief of the Branch, and
he assigned them to the Adjudicators according to their experience and abil-
ity. KUPIEK related he assigned the OSWALD case to Bernice WATERMAN (sine.
retired) who was at the time his Assistant and a mat experienced Adjudicator.

Mrs. WATERMAN was interviewed and advised that she prepared a refusal
sheet requesting a look-out card for OSWALD in March of 1960. She continued,
saying that the purpose of a Iook-out card in the OSWALD case was not to re-
fuse him a passport 1n the future since he had not expatriated himself, but
was intended only as an "alert` or a "flag. . Mrs. WATERMAN further stated
that she was only attempting to avoid the issuance of a passport routinely
1n the event OSWALD should apply in the future . She added that she did not
mark the refusal sheet "disregard" when it was decided OSWALD had not In
fact expatriated himself becauac, as already indicated, she considered the
card a flag" . She stated it wsa her intention to leave the card f. the file
indefinitely so that OSWALD's f11e would be reviewed by an Adjudicator prior
to the Seeuance of a passport to him in the future . She related that once
she had executed a refusal sheet it would be forwarded to the Clearance See-tic.

where a look-out card would be prepared and filed. She added, she did
not, nor was there any prescribed procedure, follow up her request in any
way to insure the card was prepared and filed, but assumed that all persons
concerned would perform their respective dude. properly and s card prepared
and filed in the due course of business .

As Indicated above, it appears from a review of the OSWALD refusal sheet
that at least an ettamp was made to index the sheet which, if St had been
done, would have been followed by the preparation and filing of a lookout
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card, It has been previously indicated that the usual procedure for Index-
Ing is one where the SndlvlduallLoans is typed along the right-hand margin
of the sheet preceded by the number 130. In the case of OSWALD, his name,
rather than typed, had been clearly printed by hand along the right-hand
margin and vas D4.S preceded by the number 130,

	

Arthur M, COSfLEY, Evelyn
V, HALL, Alexander W, MAXWELL, Hanne BERREY, Dorothy CARTER, and MeryRI

CHARDS (who is no longer with the Department) all of whom, at one time or
smother about March 1960 prepared look-out cards, were interviewed and
show a copy of the OSWALD lookout sheet. All readily denied it vas their
hand printing except Dorothy CARTER, When show the sheet CARTER Immediate-

stated that the printing was hers, and when asked if she were positive,
she stated only that it looked very much like her hand printing . (CARfER;s
sto

	

nt.
were made in the presence of Henry KUPIEK), CARTER continued

saying that assuring the handwriting was here it could safely be concluded
a lookout card vas prepared and filed, However, CARTER had no personal
recollection of preparing or filing e look-out card in the OSWALD case nor
had she any recollection of removing the OSWALD card from the file. With
regard to the fact that the number 130 did not precede OSdALD'a name CARTER
could offer

no
explanation other than the possibility the refusal sheet my

have been indexed when the number 130 was dropped by the Passport Office,

In Interviewing the various Passport Office personnel none could offer
say explanation as to what my have happened to the lookout card had onebe. prepared . The majority of the persons interviewed v e of the eplnion
that e card vas never prepared because, among other reasons, the refusal
:heel wee not indexed, Mrs. WATF,RMAN, among others, offered the possible
explanation the, theretusal sheet was buried under subsequent correspond-
ence and, as a result, missed when the file reached the Passport filee,

The general accepted procedure for removing a lookout card was des-
cribed as one where the Adjudicator marks the refusal sheet -disregard" and
forward it to the Clearance Section for action . However, in interviewing
Alexander W, MAXWELL, Chief, Clearance Section, and Evelyn V, HALL, now
with RAF, it was determined that in many case. the Adjudicator only sent
a "buck slip" to the Clearance Section requesting the removal of the card
and the refusal sheet in those cases apparently wee not marked "disregard".
It appears from talking to MAXWELL and HALL that this was done more often
the. act,

-9-
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OSWALD was granted a repatriation loan on June 1, 1962, The repatriation
loan euthoriaed by Special Consular Services (ICS) was granted on the authority
of 7 PAM 4231-2 which states 'b, The United States national 1. in or is the
cave of a situation which is damaging to the prestige of the United States
Coverament or which constitutes a compelling reason for extending assistance
to effect his return," There doe. not appear to be anything in OSWALD: :
passport file to indicate that the Passport Office was notified of SCS
rsaeon's for its decleion that OSWALD cam within the cited regulation . Since
the loan vas granted on June 1, 1962, a look-out card should have been pre-
pared in June of 1962,

Leola 8, SURKHEAD, ACD/RH we interviewed and advised that at the time
of the OSWALD loan the procedure was to forward a copy of the loan invoke
to the Clearance Section where a look-out card vas prepared. She advised
that since Passport would not prepare a card unless the name was accompanied
by ;,date and place of birth her offica discontinued sending the Invoices
to Passport . BURKHEAD stated she definitely recalled forvarding the OSWALD
invoice to the Passport Office ; that it vas returned because St lacked a date
and place of birth; and that she es a result, threw it away. BURKHEAD stated
that she did not attempt to obtain OSWALD's date and place of birth and ac-
cording to MAXWELL of the Clearance Section, it was not the procedure for
the Clearance Section to attempt to obtain the information. With regard to
BURA7TEADls certainty that she did in fact forward the OSWALD Invoice to Pa...
port it should be noted that she was equally certain of the manner in which
OSWALD repaid his loan . She related that OSWALD made one payment of $1W
and paid the balance in person at the Department . The record clearly shove
OSYALD repaid his loan In seven installments by sell .

In interviewing various persona in the Domestic Operations Division,
including Virginia D, CARROLL, Vivian A, FERRIN, Margaret L, TATUM, and
Zone M, BRAZEAL, it appears that when an application for passport contains
something unusual it is referred to the Department by the Passport Agency
so that a prior file, if one exists, my be reviewed and a decision rendered,
All the individuals named above indicated that a potentially valid passport
(such as OSWALDI.) which had been stamped for limited travel See the type of
case where the prior passport file would have been requested,

On June 25, 1963, or thereabout ., OSWALD applied at the No. Orleans Pass-
port Agency for a passport and Indiceted Russia and Cuba, among other places,
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as countries he vished to visit. The application also indicated that to had
a prior passport (X1733242) and the application wee marked "C & Re (cancelled
and returned The "C & R" indicate . that the Agency sav the passport, con-
called it and returned it to OSWALD. However, the TYX sent to the Department
doe. not indinot. the p...port wee stamped for limited travel nor wee any re-
quest made for the peeeport file .

	

(Correspondence in the passport file of
I.. Harvey OSWALD Indicate . Embassy Moacov was instructed by the Department
to restrict OSSIALD's passport to use for direct return to the United States .)

OSWALD, Lee Harvey
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(,) Bg(NkDffADATIONS :

OSWALD, Lao Harvey

A - It has been noted during this survey that no we particular indivi-
dual is vested with the responsibility of checking to see that all steps
necessary in the request, preparation, end insertion in the file of look-ut
cards have been complied with prior to placing the case file in the files
for storage. In this regard the following are recommended :

(a) that the refusal sheet be placed on the inside left cover
of the file where one exists, and in all other cases at the top
of all the correspondence both prior and subsequent ;

(b) that the outside cover of the file be marked in such
a meaner as to alert the file room personnel and all others
coming in contact with St, that the file contains a refusal
shoot;

(c) that responsible clerks be assigned to handle the
filing of these files, and they should be vested with the
responsibility of checking to sae that all the signatures
required by the refusal sheet have been entered on it ;

(d) if a refusal sheet does not bear all the necessary
signatures and notations the file should be returned to the
peman or area requesting the lookout card and it should
then be their responsibility to Insure the necessary signs-
turns and notations are mtsrod on the refusal sheet.

B - It is recommended that the refusal sheet be amanded to include the

mama of the person who physically removes the lookout card from the look-
out file, and the date of such removal.

C - In making the recommendations immediately following it is realized
that a passport cannot be refused an individual for the sole mason that he
falls within one of the categories outlined . However,. they am offered, as
indicated earlier in this report, with the intent of avoiding in the future
the routine issuance of a passport to a person coming within one of the spe-
cified categories without at least a review of the person'. passport file,
and in same cases a check of the Office of Security indices. In short, they
am suggested with the aim of preventing the routine issuance of passport to
a parson with an -OSWALD- background .

-13-
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(a) It to mcoanand .d that in all casts at:ere the porsen
seeking a passport indicates a desire to travel behind the
Iron Curtain and evidence of a prior passport exists, the
individual's passport file be reviewed and his nana checked
through indices of the Cffi- of Security for possible CIA
or FBI Infornatlon prior to the immense of a passport .

(b) It Is re-mmendod that in all "sea where s passport
atamred for limited travel is presented, the passport file
should be requested and reviewed, prior to the iesuanco of a
passport.

(c) It is rocpmxnded that in ail .saes where an indivi-
has attempted to expatriate himself a l-k-out card should
, . r.o.t^-1, prepared and .filed.

	

Also, if the individual should

	

.
~n the future for n passport the passport file ahanld be
-d and his name checked through the indices of the Office

ity for the reason as indicated under (s) above.

~,".) It is recommended that in all cases where a ropetrfa-
tion loan is granted because the applicest for the l.aa cones
within the purview of.7 FAN 1,2}.1-2 (the person is 1...Ived 1.
a situation damaging to II . S. prestige), the passport ofpica
ba advised of the facts surrounding SCSls dooisicn .

(e) It is recommended that in all cases where th> Peaerort
Office is apprised as recocaeaded in the praaedin,-, p;t"n :- ;-! (1)
a look-out card be requested, prepared and filed in the n.ro n.
the individual .

(f) If the pertinent regulations do not already so state,
St is recommended they be amended xsking it mandatory for the
overseas post gmatlng the loan to forward a copy of the loan
application together with the invoice to the Offlee of Finance.
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